In this study, we firstly build up an exit choice model to describe the pedestrians' exit choice behavior in a specific place, i.e., university canteens. The pedestrians are assumed to minimize their evacuation time in choosing exits by explicitly considering the estimated evacuation time and effects of pedestrians' destinations. In addition, the behavior of food tray return is also captured in the proposed route choice model for pedestrians. Fusing the exit choice model and the route choice model into a cellular automata (CA)based pedestrian simulation model, we simulate the pedestrian evacuation process in university canteen and the results illustrate the effectiveness of the modeling framework in terms of describing the evacuation process in university canteens. Specifically, destination is identified as a key influence factor for pedestrian evacuation, and pedestrians tend to select the exit that is closer to their destinations. If it is required to return the food tray to designated spots before leaving the canteen, the evacuation efficiency is significantly reduced. The simulation result can also assist in determining the optimal number of tray-return spots if maximum evacuation efficient is to be achieved. In presence of the specific parameter settings and canteen layout in the case study example, it is recommended to deploy four tray-return spots in the university canteen.
I. INTRODUCTION
As is well known, pedestrian evacuation is a common phenomenon at many pedestrian gathering places [1] - [4] such as rail transit stations, shopping malls, bus stations, cultural activity centers, etc. In some cases, pedestrian crowding becomes an important problem disturbing us and sometimes leads to stampedes. Thus, a better understanding of the dynamics of pedestrian evacuation is needed to improve the safety and evacuation efficiency. Simulation is recognized as effective method for pedestrian dynamic analysis [5] - [9] . Being easily repeated, it can ideally capture the pedestrian dynamic process while saving manpower and material resources. At present, pedestrian evacuation has attracted much attention, and many research papers on this topic have been published [10] - [13] .
Pedestrian evacuation includes normal evacuation and emergency evacuation. Studies of normal evacuation focused on the microscopic behavior analysis [14] , facility layout optimization [15] , evacuation strategy [16] , etc.
The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Chaitanya U. Kshirsagar. Zhu et al. improved the CA by considering the effect of main aisles which have unique features in the multi-obstacles room to simulate the evacuation process. Using the extended model, pedestrian evacuation from the classroom can be simulated more realistic [17] . Liao et al. analyzed the layout effects of multi-exits ticket-inspectors on pedestrian evacuation and built the simulation model based on a modified CA [18] . The goals of emergency evacuation are mainly the fastest evacuation efficiency and the safety of pedestrians. Pedestrian emotion [19] , [20] , decision-making [21] , information transmission [22] , evacuation strategy [23] are all the study priorities in emergency evacuation. Hong et al. modelled the phenomenon of passenger self-evacuation in an emergency case at a metro station considering the spread of information and passengers' decision-making [24] . Wang et al. proposed a new pedestrian evacuation model incorporating panic emotion in a stadium. Under the panic state, pedestrians cohere closely and almost do not change the target exit [25] .
Crowding is easily observed in university/school canteens in China during peak hours. While dining activity in university canteen may seem to be simple, pedestrian dynamics in it could be much more complex. Indeed, pedestrian flow interweaving and conflict are very common, and thus crowding would bring safety hazards. The entire dining process in university canteen mainly involves arriving at canteen, queuing for food, finding seats and eating, leaving (evacuation). The process of arriving at canteen, finding seats and eating are easy to be analyzed. Therefore, we focus on the activities of queuing for food and evacuation. Queuing behavior in university canteen has been well studied in the literature. Chen et al. analyzed students' queuing for dinning and built the multiservice queuing model M/M/n/m to provide the theoretical basis for the management and construction of the university canteen [26] . Huang et al. explored innovative applications of IE technology in the canteen service system with Pan-zhihua University canteen [27] . Yuan et al. studied the impacts of layout on the service efficiency and proposed an assemble process to depict the meal process [28] . Tang et al. studied the statistical features of pedestrian flow overall dinner process during the lunch peak period with the second canteen of Beihang University [29] . However, evacuation process of university canteen involves many dynamic behaviors such as exit choice, route choice, conflict avoidance, walking preference. These dynamics behaviors significantly affect evacuation safety and efficiency and therefore need to be further studied.
To our best knowledge, there are very few researches in the exiting literature focusing on pedestrian normal evacuation simulation in university canteen. Being a typical and important pedestrian gathering place, university canteen deserves more research attentions to ensure the pedestrian safety and evacuation efficiency can be improved. It is anticipated that destination and walking preference in the evacuation process in university canteen would play a pivotal role in impacting the evacuation efficiency. In addition, all university canteens in China can be divided into two categories: one requires the pedestrians to return the food trays to a designated spot before walking away; the other allows pedestrians to leave directly after dinner. Routing choices of pedestrian evacuation without and with tray-return requirement are different. Therefore, the location of tray-return spot is also a key influence factor in the normal evacuation process. Specifically, the contributions of this work can be summarized in the followings: (1) An exit choice model is proposed with the minimum evacuation time, wherein the evacuation time is estimated with explicit consideration of the effects of tray-return and pedestrians' destinations; (2) In the evacuation process, all available routes are analyzed and a route choice model considering pedestrian preference is proposed; (3) We present the layouts with two or four tray-return spots, and analyze the respective evacuation efficiency. The simulation results clearly indicate that the effect of tray-return reduces evacuation efficiency; the trayreturn spots are recommended to be set along the evacuation streamline and close to the exit.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, a pedestrian evacuation simulation model which including exit choice and route choice in university canteen is proposed. In Section 3, pedestrian evacuation process in university canteen is simulated 
II. SIMULATION MODEL OF PEDESTRIAN EVACUATION IN UNIVERSITY CANTEEN A. SIMULATION SCENARIO
The first canteen at Nan-ling campus at Jilin University, China, is selected for the case study in our work. Location of the case study example is shown in Fig. 1 . In the case of no tray-return spot, simplified simulation scenario is shown in Fig. 2 (a). Length L length and width L width of the canteen are 36 m and 22.8 m, respectively. Width of exits A and B are all 1.6 m. Exit A is on the right-side boundary, and distance between exit A and upper boundary is 3.6 m. Exit B is on the left-side boundary, and distance between exit B and upper boundary is 3.6 m. The number of chairs and tables are 648 and 162, respectively. Size of each chair is 0.4m × 0.4m. Size of each table is 0.8m × 0.8m. Black obstacles are columns and radiator. L 1 and L 5 are all 2.8 m. L 3 is equal to 3.2 m. L 2 and L 4 are all 13.6 m. Width of the passage between two rows of tables is 0.8 m. In the CA, we set the size of each cell is 0.4m × 0.4m, which is the typical space occupied by one pedestrian [30] - [32] . All pedestrians have the same expected speed. Every pedestrian moves one cell each time-step and one time-step represents 0.5 s. In addition, the pink arrows represent the main evacuation streamline.
From the field survey, we found that pedestrians' destination impacts exit choice in the first canteen at Nan-ling campus at Jilin University, China. Most pedestrians in the canteen are students. North side of the canteen is enclosing wall, west and east sides are the apartment, south side is academic building. Therefore, there are mainly three kinds of destinations for all pedestrians in the canteen, i.e., east side, west side and south side, respectively. When the pedestrians are generated, destinations are determined. In addition, we assume that pedestrians are all generated from the chairs to originate their evacuations in the simulation, randomly. In some university canteens in China, pedestrians are required to return the food trays to designated spots. For convenience, tray-return spots are often placed along the evacuation streamline and near the exit. Therefore, we set two schemes of locations of tray-return spots to analyze the consequent effects. The first scheme is to set two tray-return spots, one is near the exit A and another is near exit B, as shown in Fig. 2(b) . The second scheme is setting four tray-return spots, with two of them located near the exit A and other two close to the exit B, shown in Fig. 2 (c). Gray cell represents the tray-return spot. From the field survey and observation conducted in ten canteens at Jilin University (Nan-ling campus, Nan-hu campus and Qian-wei campus), we set the mean time of pedestrians' tray returning is 3 s. Width of exits A and B are all 1.6 m, therefore, more trayreturn spots (more than 4) are not appropriate in normal evacuation process.
B. FLOOR FIELD
The concept of floor field has been proposed by Burstedde et al. [33] in 2001, and it is subject to diffusion and decay. It has been demonstrated that the performance of floor field in CA-based pedestrian simulation is excellent [34] - [36] . Static floor field and dynamic floor field are both used in this study. Static floor field focuses on the target exit and it is always fixed, and dynamic floor field concentrates on the densely populated area and it is dynamically updated when time advances [13] , [37] , [38] .
1) STATIC FLOOR FIELD
If pedestrians can only walk along horizontal and vertical directions, the minimum step between cell (i, j) and the exit is denoted as f ij . If pedestrians can walk along horizontal, vertical, and diagonal directions, the minimum step between cell (i, j) and the exit is denoted as g ij . The weighted distance to the exit is expressed as
ε is equal to 0.4 [39] . Therefore, static floor field is noted as
From field survey, it is easy to observe that tables and chairs are all fixed in the canteen. Tables are regarded as obstacles in the simulation. Pedestrians cannot pass through the chairs. Therefore, when cell (i, j) is occupied by chairs, S ij is equal to 0. Taking the case when tray return not considered for example, static floor field formed by exits A and B are shown in Fig. 3 (a) and Fig. 3(b) , respectively. White cell is the exit of the canteen and dull-red cell is wall or obstacle. Similarly, static floor fields with two and four tray-return spots are obtained.
2) DYNAMIC FLOOR FIELD
Pedestrian conflicts in the densely populated area are more commonly observed than other areas. In the walking process, pedestrians would try to avoid the densely populated area for comfortable walking [40] , [41] . Therefore, dynamic floor field D ij is introduced as
where
In the simulation, each pedestrian's position is updated based on Moore motion rule which describes the explicit relationship between a cell and its neighbors [42] - [44] . There are nine positions for a pedestrian to move, which is the realistic reflection of pedestrian flexibility. Moore motion rule and transition probability are schematically shown in Figs. 4 and 5.
We set k static as the coefficient of static floor field, which reflects the degree of pedestrians' familiarity to the inherent characteristics of the scenario, and k dynamic as the coefficient of dynamic floor field, which reflects the following trend of pedestrian in procession. Transition probability of a pedestrian to each position is expressed as
where P ij is the probability for pedestrian to move to cell (i, j); N is the normalized parameter.
In the canteen, width of aisle is 0.8 m. We assume that pedestrian sight distance is equal to 6 m. [45] . Actually, when a pedestrian sees the others coming from opposite direction in the aisles, he/she would generate the subconscious to walk along the right-hand for avoiding conflicts, in China. When the distance between pedestrians i and j coming from opposite direction is shorter, subconscious strength is stronger. On the contrary, subconscious strength becomes weaker. Subconscious strength M subconscious is expressed as
where L sight is pedestrian sight distance; d ij is the distance between pedestrians i and j coming from opposite direction; β is an undermined coefficient, and 0 < β ≤ 1. In principle, each pedestrian has a different β. In our work, we assume that all pedestrians have the same β and β = 1.
In the aisle, if a pedestrian sees the other pedestrians coming from opposite direction, transition probability of pedestrians choosing exit A is changed as
·M subconscious (6) Similarly, transition probability of pedestrians choosing exit B is calculated as
Transition probability P ij of pedestrians in the aisle after normalization processing is noted as
In the process of pedestrian evacuation from a university canteen, evacuation time is the most important influence factor according to the actual investigation. Distance between pedestrian and exit, degree of crowdedness, the number of pedestrians, and destination are all the factors to influence the evacuation time. As is well known, when the estimated evacuation time of pedestrian passing an exit is shorter, the probability for pedestrian to choose this exit is bigger. When the distance between canteen and destination is not very long, destination affects pedestrians' exit choice. By lucky coincidence, destination impacts exit choice in the first canteen at Nan-ling campus at Jilin University, China, according to the counseling results from 40 students. If a pedestrian chooses an exit which the distance between this exit and destination is not the minimum, he/she would obtain the distance penalty. Therefore, we integrate estimated evacuation time and distance penalty into one equivalent equation, denoted as
where M i,k decision−value is regarded as the decision-value for pedestrian i to choose exit k; T i,k estimated is the estimated evacuation time of pedestrian i through exit k; V i free is the free speed of pedestrian i; O i,k penalty is the distance penalty, which represents the impact of destination; α is a sensitivity coefficient, which represents the sensitive degree for distance penalty. In the simulation, pedestrian i selects an exit with the minimum M i,k decision−value . Detailed calculation process of estimated evacuation time and distance penalty are listed as follows:
1) ESTIMATED EVACUATION TIME
In the case of no tray-return spot, pedestrians walk freely from current position to exit directly, and queue in front of the exit. Therefore, the estimated evacuation time is composed by the time of walking freely from current position to exit and the queuing time [32] , [46] . However, with the effect of trayreturn spot, pedestrians need to return the food tray to designated spots, then walk to the exit. Therefore, the estimated evacuation time is composed by the time of walking freely from the current position to the tray-return spot, the time of tray returning, the time of walking from the tray-return spot to the exit, and the queuing time. Equation (10)- (12) , as shown at the top of the next page, where T i,k estimated (t) is the estimated evacuation time of pedestrian i through exit k; T i,k CE (t) is the time of walking freely from current position to exit k; d CT is the distance between pedestrian and tray-return spot;
is the time of walking freely from current position to
, with the tray-return spot (10)
tray-return spot; T i,k tray−return (t) is the time of tray returning; d TE is the distance between tray-return spot and exit; T i,k TE (t) is the time of walking freely from the tray-return spot to exit; T i,k queue (t) is the queueing time. The method proposed by Li et al. [32] is used to calculate T i,k CE (t) and T i,k queue (t).
2) DISTANCE PENALTY
If the distance between canteen and destination is long, difference of the distance between different exits and destination is small compared to the whole evacuation distance. Difference of the time for pedestrians walking from different exits to destination can be ignored. In this case, destination could not affect the exit choice. On the contrary, if the distance between canteen and destination is not very long and the difference of the time for pedestrians walking from different exits to destination could not be ignored, destination affects the exit choice. In addition, in some bad weather situation such as snow and ice in the northeast region of China, pedestrians do not want to walk any further outdoors. If a pedestrian chooses an exit which the distance between this exit and destination is not the minimum, he/she obtains a loss, and we set it as distance penalty O i,k penalty .
where d i,k destination is the distance between exit k and his/her destination.
Before leaving the chairs, pedestrians made decision on using which exit to walk away based on exit choice model. In the simulation, we assume that there is no sojourn time when pedestrians make decision on which exit to use or which route to walking along. Once the decision is made, the choice results would not change. In exit choice model, evacuation time of pedestrian i through exit A is calculated based on the assumption that all pedestrians walk away through exit A. Similarly, evacuation time of pedestrian i through exit B is calculated. If the equivalent function values of exits A and B are equivalent, random manner is used to handle. In addition, the exit choice process is simulated by switching the static floor field [32] .
E. ROUTE CHOICE
In the process of walking towards the exit, pedestrians would make decision on which route to walk along. The specific route choice strategies of these three cases are respectively shown as follows:
(1) In the case of no tray-return spot, pedestrians walk towards the exit directly and queue, then walk away. Pedestrians prefer to choose the route with the shortest distance. If there are several routes have the same minimum distance value, the probability of pedestrian choosing the route would consider density. (2) In the case of two tray-return spots, pedestrians walk towards the tray-return spot, then walk towards the exit and leave. Pedestrians select the shortest route to the tray-return spot. (3) In the case of four tray-return spots, there are two trayreturn spots for one selected exit. Therefore, pedestrians need to select a tray-return spot and walk towards it. With the same exit, pedestrians select one tray-return spot considering the minimum estimated time [32] , then choose the shortest route to the corresponding tray-return spot. We take the case of no tray-return spot as an example to introduce the specific process of route choice. From field observation, we obtain the route choice zone without trayreturn spot, shown in Fig. 6 . Width of the route choice zone is 0.4 m, that is to say, route choice zone is one column of cells. According to actual situation, there are 11 routes (AR 1 , AR 2 , AR 3 , AR 4 , AR 5 , AR 6 , AR 7 , AR 8 , AR 9 , AR 10 , AR 11 ) for pedestrians choosing exit A, and 11 routes (BR 1 , BR 2 , BR 3 , BR 4 , BR 5 , BR 6 , BR 7 , BR 8 , BR 9 , BR 10 , BR 11 ) for pedestrians choosing exit B. According to formation method of static floor field in Section 2.2, 11 static floor fields are generated for exits A and B, respectively. Fig. 7 is the static floor field formed by 11 routes for exit A. Fig. 8 is the static floor field formed by 11 routes for exit B. Pedestrians prefer to choose the route with the shortest distance. If there are several routes have the same minimum distance value, probability of pedestrian choosing the route considers density. If the pedestrian density of a route is bigger, the probability of pedestrian choosing this route is smaller. On the contrary, the probability becomes bigger.
where P k route is the probability that route k is selected; ρ i density is the pedestrian density in route i, and it equals to the ratio of the number of pedestrians and the space area. Pedestrian route choice process is simulated by switching the static floor field. Taking a pedestrian choosing exit A for instance, if a pedestrian selects route AR 3 , transition probability calculation is dependent on the static floor field described in Fig. 7(c) . Similarly, if a pedestrian choose route AR 5 , transition probability calculation relies on the static floor field described in Fig. 7(e) .
III. SIMULATION ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION
In the simulation, we set k static = 3 and k dynamic = 0 following the relevant researches [32] , [34] . From the observation, we find that when the number of pedestrians in line is greater than 10, pedestrians behind will not be lined up. Therefore, we set the queuing capacity of a tray-return spot to 10 for capturing the real phenomena. Pedestrian evacuation process in the first canteen at Nan-ling campus at Jilin University, China, is simulated on the platform of MATLAB software. Process of pedestrian evacuation without tray-return spot is shown in Fig. 9 . Process of pedestrian evacuation with two and four tray-return spots are shown in Figs. 10 and 11 , respectively. Blue circle represents pedestrian selecting exit A, and red circle represents pedestrian selecting exit B.
In these three cases, evacuation process can be described as follows:
Stage 1: Pedestrians are randomly generated on the chairs in university canteen. Pedestrians choose the exit according to exit choice model. In the case of no tray-return spot, and pedestrians walk towards the exit. In the case of two tray-return spots, pedestrians walk towards the tray-return spot corresponding to the selected exit. In the case of four tray-return spots, pedestrians selecting the same exit choose the tray-return spots, and walk towards them.
Stage 2: Pedestrians make decision for which route to walk along according to route choice strategy. Conflicts among pedestrians arise as pedestrians choosing different exits and routes in the same area.
Stage 3: Some pedestrians arrive at the exit at the same time, and queuing phenomenon is formed. In the case of no tray-return spot, pedestrians queue in front of the exits. In the cases of two and four tray-return spots, pedestrians queue in front of the tray-return spots, not the exits. Then, pedestrians choosing exits A and B are completely separated.
Stage 4: Pedestrians arrive at their exits and walk away, respectively.
Indeed, different pedestrians have different sensitivity coefficients for distance penalty. With the different sensitivity coefficients, evacuation time is changed. Sensitivity coefficient α = 0 means that the pedestrian is insensitive to the distance penalty. Sensitivity coefficient α = 1 means that the pedestrian is completely sensitive to the distance penalty. For the convenience, we assume that all pedestrians have the same sensitivity coefficient, the ratio of three kinds of destinations for all pedestrians is 1:1:1, and the number of pedestrians is 300. We set sensitivity coefficient α to increase from 0 to 1, incrementing by 0.1 at one time. 50 times independent simulation experiments have been conducted with each sensitivity coefficient α. Relationship between sensitivity coefficient and evacuation time is shown in Fig. 12. From Fig. 12 , it is noted that evacuation time is increasing when sensitivity coefficient goes up. When the sensitivity coefficient is large, some pedestrians would choose the far exit which is closer to their destinations; in this case, pedestrians choosing different exits interlaced, leading to more conflicts in the evacuation process.
In order to analyze the impact of the destinations over evacuation time, we assume that the total number of pedestrians is fixed at 300 while the ratio of three kinds of destinations for all pedestrians is varying. We set up nine scenarios by changing the ratio of pedestrians with destination west side, south side and east side (100:0:0, 75:25:0, 50:50:0, 25:75:0, 0:100:0, 0:75:25, 0:50:50, 0:25:75, 0:0:100); meanwhile, 50 times independent simulation experiments have been undertaken for each scenario. We specify the case of 50:50:0 as an example to explain the meaning of such proportion. 50:50:0 represents that number of pedestrians with destination of west side accounts for 50% of total pedestrians, number of pedestrians with destination of south side for another 50% of total pedestrians, and number of pedestrians with destination of east side zero. We calculate the mean evacuation time with each ratio, and the variation relationship is shown in Fig. 13. From Fig. 13 , it is noted that x-axis represents the ratio of three kinds of destinations for all pedestrians. When the ratio of pedestrians with destinations of west side, south side and east side is 0:100:0, pedestrian evacuation time reaches the minimum value. In this case, exit choice model has no distance penalty, that is to say, there is no effect of destination. It indicates that evacuation efficiency is reduced by the effect of destination. When the ratio of pedestrians with destinations of west side, south side and east side is 100:0:0 or 0:0:100, evacuation time reaches the maximum value. When the pedestrians with destination of west side are reducing and pedestrians with destination of east side increasing, variation trend of pedestrian evacuation time presents a ''V'' shape. It also indicates that, as the ratio of pedestrians with the destination of south side increases, evacuation efficiency is improved.
With the ratio of three kinds of destinations for all pedestrians varies, the number of pedestrians choosing exits A and B changes. The relationship between the number of pedestrian and evacuation time is shown in Fig. 14. In Fig. 14, x-axis represents the ratio of three kinds of destinations for all pedestrians. When the ratio of pedestrians with destinations of west side, south side and east side is 0:100:0, the number of pedestrians choosing exits A and B are all equal to 150, and the utilization of exits A and B is balanced. When the ratio of pedestrians with destinations of west side, south side and east side is 100:0:0 or 0:0:100, the utilization of exits A and B is imbalanced. When the pedestrians with destination of west side are reducing and pedestrians with destination of east side increasing, variation trend of the number of pedestrians choosing exits A and B presents a ''X'' shape. This phenomenon indicates that, as the number of pedestrians with the destination of south side increases, the gap between the number of pedestrians choosing exits A and B shrinks and thus evacuation efficiency is refined. It is also in line with the fact that pedestrians tend to select the exit near their destinations.
Obviously, in presence of tray-return spot, length of evacuation route expands as pedestrians need extra time to return the tray. Therefore, evacuation efficiency may reduce in this case. In order to analyze the effect of tray-return spot for evacuation efficiency, we carry out 50 times independent simulation experiments in which the ratio of three kinds of destinations for all pedestrians is 1:1:1, and α = 0.7 considering the weather condition in the northeastern part of China. Then, we count the mean evacuation efficiency in three cases of simulation scenarios, shown in Fig. 15 . With the increasing number of pedestrians, evacuation time grows up and the gaps of evacuation time among the three cases of simulation scenarios become larger. It is easy to observe that evacuation efficiency without tray-return spot is the highest. Compared with the case with two tray-return spots, evacuation efficiency in the case of four tray-return spots is higher. Width of the exit is 1.6 m (equal to the width of four cells), and there are four queues for each exit in the case of four tray-return spots. In addition, it is not recommended to add more tray-return spots to the canteen layout. Therefore, one can contend that deploying four tray-return spots could achieve best evacuation efficiency.
IV. CONCLUSION
Pedestrian evacuation is one of the most important topics in the transportation field. As is well known, ensuring the safety and improving the evacuation efficiency are urgently needed in the evacuation process in university canteen during peak hours. In the normal evacuation for university canteen, destination impacts the exit choice and the tray-return spot affects the route choice. With the influence of destination and the tray-return spot, evacuation efficiency might reduce. The proper location of the tray-return spots can effectively organize the pedestrian flow. We analyze and simulate the evacuation process in university canteen, and this study can be summarized as per the following:
(i) In university canteen, an exit choice model is proposed with the minimum evacuation time, which considers estimated evacuation time and distance penalty. In the evacuation process without and with tray-return spots, we established the route choice model considering pedestrian preference. Fusing the exit choice model and the route choice model into a CA-based pedestrian simulation model, pedestrian evacuation process without and with tray-return spots in university canteen are simulated by taking the first canteen at Nan-ling campus at Jilin University, China as the case study example. (ii) Influence of destination in the evacuation process is analyzed. Evacuation efficiency is reduced by the effect of destination, which leads to unbalanced using of exits. When the pedestrians with the destination of west side are reducing and pedestrians with the destination of east side increasing, variation trend of pedestrian evacuation time presents a ''V'' shape, and variation trend of the number of pedestrians choosing exits A and B presents a ''X'' shape. As the increasing of the ratio of pedestrians with the destination of south side, the utilization of exits A and B is more balanced. It also says that pedestrians tend to select the exit which is near their destinations. (iii) With the effect of tray-return spots, evacuation efficiency is reduced because the lengths of their routes increase and they need extra time to return the tray. Tray-return spots are recommended to be located in the evacuation streamline and near the exit. In presence of the prevailing capacity of the exits, four tray-return spots are desirable for the case study example. Pedestrian normal evacuation simulation model proposed in university canteen would be further validated with the evacuation drill in the future. In university canteen, more studies should be performed under emergency situation to ensure a safer and more efficient evacuation. In emergency situation, destination would not be the apartment and academic building, but simply outside of the canteen. Tray-return spot would be regarded as the obstacle. The mental state of pedestrians in different emergency situations, density and the location of safe evacuation zones should also be explicitly considered. This could be the new problems that we plan to address in the future studies.
